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At half past six in the evening, the sky of Frogua gradually darkened and it was
about to enter the night. At this moment, in the central region of the continuous
mount Frogua, a valley was filled with thick smoke. The valley was in a mess, and
broken walls were everywhere. This was the base camp of a hidden force. At this
moment, this hidden force, which was not convinced of the Frogua military, had
been removed. After this battle, the Frogua military had also lost seven God of
War and seriously injured three Divine King. At this moment, Sebastian who was
tired had a pale face. He was sitting on a big stone with a long sword. Looking at
the scene in the valley below, he took a deep breath. This fierce battle lasted for
two days and two nights. Finally, he led Frogua military to succeed. Terrance was
also sitting next to him feebly, gasping for breath and looking serious. The next
moment, Terrance let out a long sigh and said to Sebastian, “Marshal, the war
here is over, but our military has also suffered heavy losses. If this happened a
few more times, our military’s years of accumulation will be used up.”

There was also a hint of worry in Sebastian’s eyes. He said, “Alas, let’s take it one
step at a time. Now that Frogua is flourishing and National Destiny is flourishing,
this hidden trash want to get a share of it. In the future, there will be more and
more people like them.” Terrance looked more worried. He can’t help but say to
Sebastian, “Marshal, if someone comes out again in the

future, let’s use firearms. If our old brothers in the military go on like this, we will
really be defeated. It’s not worth it for this trash.” Sebastian was silent. Firearms
was an extremely terrifying word. That was right. In this era, the firearms had far
exceeded that of cold weapons. The appearance of firearms was the destruction
of all aspects. No matter how deeply hidden those hidden forces were, they could
not do it. However, firearms had a huge disadvantage, which was that after the
firearms attack, the place would become a death zone. A death zone that could
not be entered by life for hundreds or thousands of years! Therefore, unless
there was no other choice, Sebastian and the few other elders at the highest
level of Frogua would definitely not allow firearms to be used. However,
Terrance was right. If this continued, what would happen if the Frogua military
was to be wiped out? Therefore, Sebastian was silent for a long time. After a long
time, he raised his head again and said, “Forget it, let’s talk about it later. Let’s
take it one step at a time. Besides, there are restrictions on using firearms. After
the firearms exploded in Dong Ying Country, it aroused some people’s fear. So
even if we want to use firearms, those people will not exist. What if they enter
the secular world and destroy all the people who control firearms? Terrance,
don’t say this word anymore in the future. Many things have rules. We can’t break
the rules!” Terrance said gloomily, “Huh, rules? D*mn rules! Those people didn’t
come out when Frogua was in trouble. This time we have paid countless costs to
make the country prosperous, and they want to come out and have a share? Huh,
how can there be such a good thing in the world? Why?” Terrance was extremely
reluctant. Sebastian shook his head. He did not say anything else. Instead, he
ordered a cigarette from the soldiers beside him and started smoking. He
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smoked deeply and kept smoking. He was tired, very tired, but he couldn’t show
it to his soldiers. When the cigarette was finished, Sebastian started smoking
three more cigarettes at the same time. But as he smoked, he suddenly seemed
to think of something and quickly said to Terrance, “By the way, Terrance, in the
early morning a few days ago, didn’t you say that the child called you for help?
He said that something also happened to Usmait, and asked you to send two
Divine King-level experts over. Now you should investigate the news about
Usmait.” Upon hearing Sebastian’s words, Terrance was also stunned. His face
changed greatly. He really forgot what had happened on Usmait’s side. The next
moment, he quickly took out his mobile phone and was ready to contact Wang
Tianhai. But just as he was about to contact Wang Tianhai, he suddenly stood up,
and the cigarette that he had just stuffed in his mouth fell to the ground. “How
could this be? How is this possible?” Terrance muttered in disbelief as he flipped
through the message from the headquarters of the Frogua military on his phone.
“Huh? What’s wrong? What happened? Or is the girl from the Yin family dead?
After all, our Frogua’s military didn’t protect her well… Alas.” Sebastian was even
more exhausted. In his heart, he gathered almost all the elites that the Frogua’s
military could mobilize, and those forces from Outer Region took advantage of
this opportunity to go to Usmait. He was also very powerless. Although Joseph
was in Usmait, Joseph would only protect his wife and daughter. This was also
human nature. After all, Joseph was not familiar with Yin Chaoge and she had
nothing to do with him. But the next moment, when Sebastian was thinking
dispiritedly, Terrance shook his head and said, “No, no.” “The situation on
Usmait’s side was indeed far beyond our imagination this time. The other party
sent out the Team 2 killers from the Outer Region battlefield, and two Semi
Royal level experts. However, they were all killed. Dragon Temple Lord recruited
two Divine Kings from the Outer Region battlefield, Slaughter King and Vanish
King. Then, he personally killed all of the other party. “What?” Sebastian’s eyes
were wide open.

The next moment, Terrance looked at Sebastian with a more complicated
expression in his eyes and said, “That’s not all. The previous day, the child even
went straight to the Outer Region battlefield and slaughtered 88 strongholds of
the Outer Region Alliance overnight. He killed all the alliance members in the
Outer Region, causing their heads to roll and blood to flow like a river. He even
seriously injured a late-stage Royal level of the Outer Region. He chased after
the other side for a night. Marshal, after this battle, I’m afraid that those foreign
forces will not dare to enter Frogua and assassinate Yin Chaoge in a short period
of time.” Even Sebastian, the real Royal level expert, was shocked for a long time
when he heard the news from Terrance. Yes, he could do these things, but he
couldn’t do it. He was restricted by the rules. Only Joseph could do it, because in
real sense, he didn’t join the Frogua military! In Oplen, he pretended to let
Terrance arrange for him to be the God of War of the Frogua Outer Region, just
to give an explanation to his wife. Moreover, the identity of the God of War of
the Outer Region was not registered at all. It was just a verbal arrangement.

It was a long time later before Sebastian took a deep breath and said, “That child
did what I wanted to do, but I didn’t dare to do. This time, he no longer owes us
anything, but we owe him again and owe him a lot.” Sebastian, at this moment,
the Fourth Elder, who was powerful in Frogua, had a complicated look in his eyes.
Because Joseph was a young man who valued love and loyalty from beginning to
end. He loved Frogua very much, but he basically had no good memories in the
life of Frogua. Five : years ago, the Dawson family forced him to escape from
Frogua and went to the Outer Region battlefield, Sebastian thought about it..



Terrance took a deep breath and nodded. With a complicated look in his eyes, he
said to Sebastian, “Marshal, that’s not all. This time, the child accidentally met his
grandfather, Charles, in the Outer Region battlefield. Sebastian’s heart skipped a
beat. He once again looked at the Terrance and asked, “Did they reconcile with
each other?”

Terrance shook his head bitterly and said, “No, how could it be possible? When
Mr. Charles left the Dawson family, the child was a few years old! He couldn’t
remember Mr. Charles’s appearance at all. And Mr. Charles couldn’t recognize the
child. Therefore, when they met this time, they were in a desperate moment
when Mr. Charles and the others were surrounded by Outer Region killers. As a
result, the child probably felt that Mr. Dawson was familiar, so he killed the Team
7 killers and rescued Mr. Charles. Then he continued to hunt for Samo. So from
beginning to end, they didn’t say a word. After a pause, Terrance continued, “So,
Marshal, do you think this is fate? Mr. Charles, who was seriously injured two
months ago and should have been quietly recuperating, rushed over because of
the help of his old brother in the Outer Region battlefield. And the child also
rushed to the Outer Region battlefield because of some things. And then, he
happened to save his grandfather?” Upon hearing this, Sebastian also sank. He
looked up at the vast and boundless land of Frogua in the distance and remained
silent for a long time. Was it fate? Maybe it was. Joseph was now recognized by
almost all the high-level officials of Frogua. The real dragon of this generation of
Frogua. And yet Joseph did not want to participate in the affairs of the Frogua
military too much. But every time, it was he who would solve the problem. This
time, it was the same. Sebastian asked himself that even if he went there in
person, he would not do better than the child. It was even different that his tired
body could completely deal with the two Semi Royal level masters who had
entered the border. However, Joseph did it. Moreover, he went to the Outer
Region battlefield to shock them once. He destroyed 88 strongholds in the night
and killed all of them to death. From then on, they did not dare to enter Frogua
easily. When he was about to return, he even saved a group of soldiers from the
Frogua military. At this moment, Sebastian, who was at the peak of the late stage
of the Royal level, looked at the land under his feet and seemed to have
understood something. The next moment, Sebastian said to Terrance, “Terrance,
take a Divine King with you to Usmait and thank the child. And his grandfather,
Charles, give him a death order! Even if all the Outer Region military troops are
destroyed, he will not interfere! Take good care of his injuries! Tell him that I will
give him a month at most. A month later, he must return to Vowhye!” “D*mn it,
no matter what method he uses, I must keep that child here! He has to give me an
explanation for the mess of the Dawson family!” Sebastian’s eyes were full of
great anger at this moment. Joseph was such an excellent junior. The future of
Frogua. If Charles could not solve the problem well, he would personally lead the
army to kill those unfilial descendants of the Dawson family. “Yes, Marshal!”
Terrance took the order, and then did not dare to stay any longer. According to
the information, Joseph was taking a private plane back to Frogua, and soon he
could reach Usmait. He had to rush to Usmait before Joseph rushed back. At this
moment, in a quiet secret room in the underground fortress of the Yin family, the
severely injured and unconscious Vanish was lying quietly on the bed. His shirt
was taken off, and his arms were wrapped with white bandages. There was an
infusion tube in his hand, and he was still in a coma at the moment.

The black-clad Leng Yijun was sitting quietly on the edge of the bed of Vanish.
Vanish had been unconscious for a whole night. She sat next to Vanish and
accompanied him for a day



 and a whole night. She had watched Vanish for a whole night.
Vanish’s fingers suddenly moved, and Leng Yijun with two big black circles under
her eyes was suddenly shocked. Then there was joy in her eyes, because Vanish
was about to wake up. The next moment, when he opened his eyes, she smiled
and said to Vanish warmly, “You’re awake. Do you feel better?” However, in the
next moment, Vanish’s eyes turned cold. He pulled out a dagger from his waist,
instantly turned over, and pushed Leng Yijun against the wall. The dagger in his
hand was pressed against Leng Yijun’s neck. Vanish’s eyes were extremely cold as
he said to Leng Yijun, “Stop pestering me! Get lost! If I see you again in the future,
I will kill you!” Vanish stared at Leng Yijun. Although he was in a coma before, he
could still feel that Leng Yijun had been accompanying him. This made him very
complicated. He had his own way of thinking. From the moment he entered the
Outer Region battlefield, he had never thought of . finding a girlfriend and
having a relationship. Because people like him could not have feelings. So instead
of trouble in the future, it was better to completely cut off Leng Yijun’s thoughts
this time! Leng Yijun was stunned. At this moment, she really felt a trace of
killing intent from Vanish. She stood against the wall in a daze and did not dare
to say a word. “Put it together or you’ll pull yourself down! I don’t like women
like you. Stop dreaming!” After saying this coldly, Vanish turned around and left
the secret chamber. He walked out of the Yin family’s fortress. As he walked, he
checked all kinds of messages sent by Qian Mian. When he saw the Lord go to the
Outer Region battlefield and solve all the problems, he made a decision that
there was no need for him to stay in Usmait anymore. Then Vanish went out.
After a long time, a tear suddenly fell from Leng Yijun’s eyes. Vanish came to the
outside of the Yin family’s fortress, looked at Slaughter, who was still sitting
cross-legged on the ground, and said, “The lord has gone to the Outer Region
battlefield. The matter of the Yin family has been resolved. It’s time for us to go.”
Slaughter nodded and said, “Okay. Then he stood up and wanted to leave with
Vanish. But at this moment, Yin Chaoge’s anxious voice came from behind him,
“Wait a minute! Your sword.” Slaughter turned around, and then he saw that
behind him, Yin Chaoge was dragging an extremely heavy giant sword, walking
toward him with difficulty steps. Slaughter looked at Yin Chaoge, who was
walking towards him with great difficulty, and remained silent. At this moment,
Yin Chaoge’s body was very dirty, and there were some dust and some unknown
black things everywhere. Her white face was the same. The previous day, after
talking with Slaughter for a while, she went to the underground fortress to repair
Slaughter’s big sword. Yin Chaoge was the best scientist in the world. Slaughter’s
huge sword suffered a lot in the battle. Yin Chaoge knew that Slaughter couldn’t
stay here for a long time. There was no evidence, but she just had a feeling. So
she didn’t sleep all night and used what she had learned and mastered to repair
Slaughter’s huge sword. She secretly added an intelligent protection procedure
to the giant sword, which usually absorbed various energy. At the critical
moment, it could open a protective cover to save Slaughter’s life. “Well, thank
you.” Slaughter took over the huge sword dragged by Yin Chaoge and felt that it
was much heavier. He was a murderous maniac. He didn’t understand how Yin
Chaoge fixed the sword for him, but he felt that the giant sword in his hand
seemed to be more convenient than before. Then he carried the giant sword on
his back and followed Vanish in the distance. He no longer looked back at Yin
Chaoge. If one looked down from the sky, only to see a scene. Within a radius of
more than ten miles, there were ruins of the Yin family. Slaughter and Vanish, the
two Divine Kings of the Dragon Temple slowly walked away until they
disappeared. Behind them, a woman was dejected in the underground fortress. A
world class genius woman with a dirty face smiled and watched her beloved man
go away. D Slaughter and Vanish, the matchless geniuses on the Outer Region
battlefields, would inevitably become the existence of the Royal-level Master in



the future. What they didn’t know was that their trip to Usmait this time had
opened up a romantic relationship, which they didn’t expect at all.
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It was 10 o’clock in the middle of the night, at Paige’s home in Usmait City. At this
moment, it was already very late, but Chloe was not asleep yet. She was really
afraid : that Joseph would not come back after he went out. Her father had not
co went out the day before. And it was already late at night yet her father still
showed no signs of coming home. No one could imagine how great her
dependence on Joseph was. “Mom, will Dad be back tonight?” Chloe asked Paige.
She was wearing a white skirt and her big eyes were full of hope. But if one
looked closely, there was a hint of worry in her big eyes. She was still a child who
was not supposed to have that emotion at her age. Paige squatted down and said
to Chloe, “Chloe, don’t worry. Dad will be back. He gave me a call previously, he
told me that he went out to get something done and will be back soon.” “Well, I’ll
go to sleep once daddy’s back then…” Chloe nodded with a smile, she was such
an obedient child that any adult would feel distressed for her. Moreover, Paige
knew Chloe very well. She could wait for Joseph all night long. She wouldn’t fall
asleep until she couldn’t hold on any longer. At this moment, Alpha 1, who was
also sitting in the living room, stood up and said to Paige and Chloe, “Paige,.I
received a message that boss is back, so I’m leaving now.” Paige, Serena, Yahir,
and Estella didn’t know what had happened outside. . However, they could guess
something was up if Joseph could keep his personal guard team here. Although
they didn’t mention it, they were all worried about Joseph. Therefore Alpha 1
had no choice but to sleep in the living room of the Mooney family to accompany
them. He had been persuading them that Joseph was the God of War and he
would be fine. Just as Serena stood up and wanted to say something, the door
suddenly opened, and Joseph came in with a plane toy in his hand. Joseph, who
had not slept for nearly two days, who had been running back and forth for
thousands of miles, couldn’t help but show a trace of fatigue on his face.
However, his loved ones were all here at Usmait, his wife and his little daughter,
who were the most important people in his life, “Chloe, Dad is back. Look at the
toy plane Dad bought for you. Do you like it?” Joseph waved the toy plane in his
hand at Chloe. “Dad.” Chloe shouted happily. In an instant, she jumped off Paige’s
legs and ran to Joseph. She threw herself into his arms and kissed his face a few
times. Joseph said to his daughter apologetically, “I’m sorry, Chloe. Dad went out
to do something. Chloe shook her head and said, “It’s okay, it’s okay. You left
home for something important so I’ll stay at home with momwaiting for you to
come back. Dad, you’ve worked hard… Chloe said to Joseph sensibly. She really
didn’t Joseph that she was actually worried about him at all. Joseph nodded to
Chloe, then gratefully looked at Alpha l and said, “Alpha 1, you’ve worked hard
these two days. Go and get some rest.” Alpha I looked at the exhaustion between
Joseph’s brows and his expression changed. He then said, “Boss, are you alright?”
Joseph smiled and said, “It’s okay. It’s all settled. Let the brothers take turns to
rest too.” “Okay! Then boss, you should rest early too.” Alpha 1 nodded and left
the room. After Alpha I left, Estella also hurried to Joseph. She held Chloe in her
arms and said to Chloe, “Chloe, your father is very tired. Can you go to bed
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early?” Chloe nodded very sensibly. Then, Estella asked Joseph, “Joseph, are you
all right? If you’re injured, go to the hospital

immediately. Don’t plough on. I’ve read the news and the issue at Yin family is
not small.” Estella was actually worried. She now liked her son-in-law from the
bottom of her heart. In the past two days, she had asked Alpha 1 many times if
Joseph could return to the military.” Then Alpha I firmly told her that his boss
was never expelled from the military. As long as his boss was willing to, he could
return to the military at any time. His boss didn’t want to go back to the military
now because he wanted to spend more time with Paige and Chloe at home.
Estella and Yahir were both shocked to hear this. However, since Joseph was not
at home in the past two days, they did not dare to talk about it with Paige too.
They could only wait for Joseph to come back. Then they planned to persuade
their daughter so that she could get Joseph to focus on his career. At this
moment, after Estella finished asking, Yahir and Paige’s hearts skipped a beat
too. Joseph said to them with a smile, “Dad, Mom, Paige, it’s really okay.
Everything is fine now. The Yin family is fine, it’s just that their house has
collapsed a little.” “And they can rebuild it. The Yin family is not short of money.
Don’t worry, everything is fine.” Estella was finally relieved after hearing what
Joseph had said. Then Joseph took Chloe from Estella’s arms with a smile and
went to her room with Chloe in his arms to coax her to sleep. Joseph was very
sensitive. Although he didn’t spend much time with his daughter, he knew her
better. Chloe was very similar to him. As expected, when Joseph took her back to
the room to sleep, Chloe was very happy. When Joseph returned with Chloe in his
arms to coax her to sleep, Estella winked at Paige and asked her to cook
something for Joseph. She nodded and went to the kitchen to prepare some food.
Half an hour later, she got some simple dishes ready and went to the room to ask
Joseph to come out to eat. When she opened the door, she saw that both Joseph
and Chloe were asleep. Chloe covered herself with a small quilt and fell asleep
with her arms around Joseph’s arm.

king off his shoes, Joseph lay on the bedside of Chloe and fell asleep with his
daughter in his arms. Moreover, Joseph was snoring loudly. “He never snores
while sleeping…” Paige thought. She looked at the sleeping Joseph who looked
really tired. At this moment, Chloe, who was lying in Joseph’s arms, suddenly
opened her eyes and smiled at Paige. It turned out that she was not asleep.
Joseph was trying to coax her to sleep, but she also felt that her father was tired,
so she pretended to be asleep. At this moment, she heard that Paige came in, so
she opened her eyes and hissed at her. Paige’s heart trembled. Her daughter was
too obedient. She nodded, walked lightly to Joseph, and took off his shoes.
Joseph’s shoes were very dirty, so she took them to the bathroom to get them
washed. But when she was washing the pair of shoes in the bathroom, the water
on the ground turned red. Looking blankly at the blood rushing out of the soles
of Joseph’s shoes, Paige instantly understood. She understood that she and
Chloe had never lived a peaceful life in heaven and earth. It was just that there
was a person in front of them who had endured all of the hardships. Paige could
not imagine what Joseph had done in the past two days and nights. But the soles
of his shoes were covered with blood. Anyone could easily tell that Joseph had
gone through a lot in the past two days. Another half an hour passed. After
washing the shoes for Joseph, she quietly walked into Chloe’s room. This time,
her daughter was really asleep, and she had changed her sleeping posture. She
curled up her little body in her father’s arms like how she always liked to do.
Paige walked up to Joseph, took off her high heels, but did not take off her
stockings. She kissed Joseph and Chloe. Then she gently covered Joseph with the



quilt, and finally lay down on the other side of Chloe. At 12 o’clock in the middle
of the night, after Paige, Joseph were asleep, Terrance, who was dressed in black,
arrived at the ruins of the Yin family’s villa in Usmait City with several people. At
this moment, the matter of those Outer Region assassins had been resolved.
None of the remaining Semi God of War killers escaped. They were all wiped out
by Wang Tianhai and Felix. The Yin family began to rebuild. The upper echelons
of the Yin family were planning things out on the ruins. After learning of the
arrival of the Terrance, his mind was still in a state of shock. Eason, who was very
silent now, also came in front of Terrance. Not only Eason, Felix and Terrance
also came over. “How are the casualties here?” Terrance asked Wang Tianhai
weakly. After all, Wang Tianhai was the commander-in-chief of the Usmait
military. Wang Tianhai took a deep breath and shook his head with a complicated
expression. He said, “It’s so small that we can even ignore it. Because we don’t
seem to have done anything. When the two Semi Titan level killers attacked us,
we were staying in the Yin family’s underground fortress. Wang Tianhai felt a
little frustrated because he, the God of War, couldn’t interfere! He couldn’t do
anything from the beginning to end. Terrance nodded and said, “Well, that man is
back we shall visit him with Alpha 1 soon. You can continue doing what you’re
supposed to do.” “Well, okay.” Wang Tianhai and Felix nodded and continued to
help the Yin family plan. The Yin family was rebuilt according to the military’s
plan. It was built this way to ensure its safety. However, after Felix and Wang
Tianhai left, Eason, who had always been arrogant in Vowhye, did not leave.
Instead, he found a stone and sat down in a dispirited manner. “Are you confused?
Are you wondering who that person is? You should know something, right?”
Terrance said to Eason with a smile. Eason was also a leading figure among the
younger generation of Frogua. He was an extremely outstanding existence and
his future prospects were limitless. He was evaluated by the military as being
able to break through to the Royal level in another ten or twenty years. Eason
nodded his head blankly and said, “He has never been a God of War in the Outer
Region, but a Divine King level God of War, right? A powerful Divine King, right?
That Joseph, that abandoned son of the Dawson family whom Vowhye rumored
that he was forced to leave some time ago? It is said that he was a God of War in
the outside world, Joseph at the same age as me? Am I right? Huh? All of a
sudden, a strange feeling welled up in the Terrance’s heart. “Divine King? Stop
fooling around. He’s an existence like your grandfather. He’s at the Royal level,
and it’s not the ordinary Royal level.” At this moment, Terrance’s heart was
feeling extremely strange.
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“Huh? What’s wrong? Mr. Lambert, is my guess wrong?” Eason looked at him with
a puzzled expression.

The corner of Terrance’s mouth twitched. Behind him stood a Divine King level
expert, the fifth commander of the Frogua’s military who had the similar
expression. Sigh. If that’s what you thought so, then just let it be. Terrance
patted Eason’s shoulder and thought to himself, “Kid, there are some things that
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you’d better not know. I’m afraid that you can’t bear it if you know the truth.”
Terrance could only sigh at this moment. If Eason knew

ity of Joseph and what he could really do, he would probably be extremely
demotivated and demoralized. After Terrance finished speaking, he then went to
meet Yin : Chaoge. These days, the female genius of Frogua, a world-class
scientist, had also been too frightened and needed to be comforted. “Eh…what
do you mean? Is there a confidentiality order to this? Am I not supposed to know
because of my rank? Mr. Lambert, are you being serious? I’m also a member of
the military. I’m at the early stage of the God of War though!” Eason shouted
with a depressed face. Terrance who was walking towards the other direction
suddenly staggered. He really wanted to go back and kick Eason in the ass so that
he no longer annoy him with this anymore. Damn it, why did he used to have the
idea that Eason had the posture of his grandfather, Sebastian? But now, why did
he feel that he was a good-for-nothing? Terrance didn’t want to bother Eason
anymore. He would get annoyed if he saw Eason again. At his age, he was already
complacent about breaking through to the God of War level. Yet Joseph was
already at the Royal level, and he was chasing after an Outer Region Royal level
at the level of his grandfather till the other party begged for mercy. How could
you compete with him? Where did you get the courage to do that? This arrogant
kid should really get himself expelled. With the best resources in the
headquarters of the Vowhye military, yet he could only break through to the God
of War level? What’s the use of that? Yet he’s bragging

out him being at the early-stage of the God of War? Howmany people did Joseph
kill last night? Joseph didn’t even bother to count them. Terrance was so mad
that his heart was twitching. He must really tell Mr. Sebastian to educate this
arrogant child well after he got back. If Mr. Sebastian refused to do anything,
then he would! Poor Eason, the genius of Vowhye’s newest generation, and the
most powerful leader of his generation, had no idea at all of how much the
commander of Frogua’s military wanted to beat him up in his heart right now, and
the urge of him wanting to beat him up was growing larger and larger. Terrance
found Yin Chaoge amidst the large piece of ruins, and she looked exactly like
Eason right now, sitting on a big stone in a daze without anyone knowing what
they were really thinking. It was not until Terrance came to her and coughed
twice that she came to her senses. Yin Chaoge was also shocked when she saw
Terrance coming in person. She quickly stood up and bowed to him with a pale
face. “Terrance, why did you come here in person?” There was a hint of deep
apology in the eyes of Terrance. He looked at Yin Chaoge and said apologetically,
“Kid, I’m sorry. Something was up in the Frogua’s military these days, and we
were all held back so we were unable to be be at Usmait to protect you. Alas,
fortunately, you are fine, but don’t worry. Such a thing won’t happen again in the
future. Our military has sent a Divine king here, and your safety will definitely be
ensured in the future.” Unexpectedly, Yin Chaoge shook her head and said, “Mr.
Lambert, there’s no need to do so. I’m fine…” In fact, Yin Chaoge was actually
thinking that she did not need their protection. What’s the use of sending a
Divine King here? She had a feeling that whenever she was in danger in the
future, Slaughter would be there for her. What if Slaughter knew that someone
was protecting her and no longer came for her? Well, our top female genius had a
different thought process from ordinary people. At this moment, the mouth of
the fifth commander of Frogua military, who was standing behind Terrance,
twitched twice. “What do you mean by that disdain look? Although I’m at the
early-stage of Divine King, I’m still a Divine King, okay? Why do you despise me so
much?” “Uh, kid,” Terrance also did not know how to react. He opened his mouth



and wanted to say something, but stopped on second thought. Yin Chaoge’s eyes
lit up. She looked up at Terrance and asked with great expectation, “Terrance,
can your Frogua’s military contact the Slaughter King? Can you ask him to be back
at Usmait? You can, right? Otherwise, why would he come to Usmait to save me
this time? This is already his second time saving me.” The muscles on the corner
of Terrance’s mouth twitched again. He really wanted to tell her that he actually
didn’t know him in person. And he did not have the power to mobilize them too.
They were both at the same level. Besides, in a life-and-death battle, he, an old
man, would definitely lose to the Slaughter King. As for the fifth commander of
the military, who had the strength of a Divine King behind Terrance, the corners
of his mouth twitched violently. He finally understood why the other party
looked down on him. It turned out that she was being protected by someone else
way more famous and powerful. It was one of the Four Divine Kings of the
Dragon Temple, Slaughter King. Yes, with his current strength, he probably
wouldn’t be able to take ten moves from the other party. At this moment, this
commander, who was ranked fifth in the military of Frogua, even if he was one of
the top ten experts, could only felt a deep sense of helplessness. Alas. “I’m sorry,
kid. Tha Slaughter King’s just our partner. He doesn’t belong to the military of
Frogua. He belongs to the Dragon Temple. Only the Lord of the Dragon Temple
can command him. I don’t have the right to do that.” Terrance was also feeling
helpless at the moment. “Okay, I get it.” Yin Chaoge nodded hastily. Just as
Terrance was relieved, Yin Chaoge quickly said to him, “Well, Mr. Lambert, can
you introduce the Lord of the Dragon Temple to me? To be honest, I have always
wanted to meet him. Furthermore, I want him to send the Slaughter King here. Is
that okay? Don’t say that you don’t know him. I’m sure you know the Lord of the
Dragon Temple, don’t you? Mr. Lambert, please, just introduce him to me. I want
to meet that famous person.” Hearing this, Terrance became even more helpless.
He looked up at the night sky in the direction of Joseph, then he sighed deeply in
his heart. “Do I know him? Well, I do. But do you need me to introduce him to you?
I heard that you have even recruited him to be the head of security in your
company. Do you still want me to introduce him to you? Also, do you really think
that I was the one who order Slaughter King and Vanish King to protect you this
time? I, I can’t do it. Why do you think I am so powerful?” At this moment, he was
almost crying in his heart. “F**k, don’t treat me this way, okay? My life will really
be shorter just by talking to young people like you.” “Mr. Lambert, what’s wrong
with you? Are you feeling unwell?” Yin Chaoge saw that Terrance’s expression
was very strange, so she asked with concern. “I’m fine. I was just slightly injured
before. Chaoge, you should now focus on your Chaoge

Technology. I’ll arrange for you to meet the Lord of the Dragon Temple when
there’s a chance in the future. Is that okay?” he said with a smile to Yin
Chaoge.. Yin Chaoge nodded excitedly. Then, as if she remembered something,
she said to Terrance, “By the way, Terrance, I have another person to meet.
Although I can see him in a month, since you’ve come to Usmait this time, can you
arrange it for me? So that I don’t need to wait for another month. Is that okay?”
Seeing that Yin Chaoge no longer dwell on the issue of introducing the Lord of
the Dragon Temple to her, Terrance heaved a sigh of relief. Then he patted his
chest wit said, “Okay, no problem. We can satisfy the small requirements of our
great genius. Well, you can tell me now. Who do you want to meet? I will arrange
it for you! I will definitely make it happen” Yin Chaoge nodded excitedly. “Well,
thank you, Terrance. Well, the person I want to meet is the founder of Junlin
Group, the legend of Usmait City six years ago. I heard that he disappeared for
five years, and then he came back some time ago and took hold of Junlin Group
again. I heard that he is about the same age as me, so I want to see him. Mr.



Lambert, can you arrange it for me tomorrow?” “…” After hearing Yin Chaoge’s
words, he suddenly felt as if his heart had stopped beating. His whole person was
in a complete mess in the night wind. “D*mn, you cannot do this to me. Aren’t
you still wanting to meet the Lord of the Dragon Temple? What’s the
difference?” Terrance was totally stunned. “Huh? What’s wrong, Mr. Lambert? Is
it inconvenient for me to see this person?” Yin Chaoge asked Terrance in
confusion, with a trace of disgust in her eyes. “You are the No. 2 chief of the
Frogua’s military. Can’t you arrange a meeting with the founder of Junlin Group
for me?” “D*mn it, I was actually looked down upon by someone. I, the
second-in-command of the Frogua’s military, was actually looked down on by
someone? D*mn it!” Terrance’s heart was in a mess, but he didn’t dare to show it
on his face. He quickly wiped the cold sweat off his face and pretended to be
calm. He smiled and said to Yin Chaoge, “Well, you can, but he is not in Usmait
now. It’s too late now. How about I call him tomorrow and ask him when would he
return to Usamait?” After he said that, in order to save some face, he continued
to ask Yin Chaoge, “Chaoge, who else do you want to see besides these two
people? Don’t worry, I will definitely arrange it for you this time. I promise you!”
Yin Chaoge curled her lips and said, “That’s all. I initially wanted to see someone
else too, it’s Paige’s husband. I heard that he too retired from the Outer Region
military, but I saw him. Forget it, Mr. Lamber, you shall leave to do your work now.
I want to be alone.” After Yin

d speaking, she really turned around and left. She found an empty spot and sat
down in a daze.

Then she said in a low voice, “You brag so much? Yet you can’t arrange any
meeting for anyone I want to see, humph.” Our female genius squatted on the
ground and took a small stick. She drew circles on the ground and was cursing
Terrance in her heart. Not far away, Terrance, who had the strength of Semi Titan
level, naturally heard Yin Chaoge’s silent criticism. A gust of wind blew, and then
he was in a bad mood.

“F*ck, how do you want me to arrange it for you? Ah, do you know that the three
people you want to see are the same person!!! You have seen him for a long time,
and you have seen him many times. Can you not do this to me? I am old, I am old!”
Terrance roared in his heart. He came here tonight and after chatting with Eason
and Yin Chaoge, his mood became really bad.

“Mr. Lambert, the Yin family has been rebuilt, and our Usmait military..” At this
time, Wang

Tianhai ran over and wanted to report something to Terrance. “Get lost! You’re a
good-for-nothing. You can’t do anything. You only know to ask for help every day!
It’s been so many years, but you can’t break through to Divine King, ah? You’re
a good-for-nothing!” The raging Terrance finally found someone to vent his
anger. Yes, it’s Wang Tianhai. If he wasn’t a good-for-nothing, Terrance wouldn’t
come here in the middle of the night. All he knew was only how to ask for help. “I,
Mr. Lambert, don’t do this. It’s my fault, it’s all my fault. Don’t use all your
strength. I can’t bear it. D*mn it!” Wang Tianhai was stunned. When he stood up
from the ruins more than ten meters away, he was completely confused. “Why
did Mr. Lambert hit me? I’m just in my forties, and I’ve broken through to the late
stage of the God of War. It’s not bad, is it? Why did you hit me?” “How did I
become a good-for-nothing?” Wang Tianhai was dumbfounded. He looked at the



raging Terrance who came in front of him again with a face full of anger, and he
knew he was in trouble.
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The sun shone into the house the next morning. As Joseph opened his eyes, he
realized that he hadn’t relaxed like this in a long time and slept as well as he did
last night. When he opened his eyes, he saw Chloe lying in his arms and his wife
lying across from him. He felt a sense of comfortable and heartfelt happiness
when he saw the scene in front of him. That was Joseph’s deepest wish for
happiness; his wife and children were there with him. Maybe he had a telepathic
connection. Meanwhile, Paige opened her eyes. She smiled gently at Joseph and
reached out to touch his face. She said with great obsession, “Honey, you’re
hungry right, I’m going to cook for you. Be patient, it’ll be ready soon.” Paige got
up with a smile after she finished speaking, but Joseph reached out and held her
down on the bed again. Joseph smiled at Paige and said, “Honey.” “Huh? What’s
wrong?” She looked at Joseph in confusion. “It’s nothing, just give me a kiss…”
Joseph said to Paige. Paige instantly blushed, nodded her head gently and
whispered, “Okay.” Then her lips went to Joseph’s side, and Joseph also tilted his
head and kissed Paige. Hehe. Paige blushed again. She quickly got out of bed and
went out to cook for Joseph. Joseph scratched her nose dotingly and said, “Don’t
peek again next time.” After Joseph finished speaking, he was about to get out
of bed. His shoes were nowhere to be found when he arose from bed. He froze
and then heard Paige say, “Oh, yeah, I saw that your shoes were dirty, so I
cleaned them for you last night. Nevertheless, they should not be dry yet. I’ll get
you a new pair.” Joseph looked at Paige deeply and said, “Did you wash my shoes
last night?” He was silent, noticing that he hadn’t stained anything on the Outer
Region battlefield. However, he forgot about his shoes. Indeed, his shoes have
walked amidst corpses and blood. When Paige washed with water, she was able
to discover the problem. He could tell by the change in Paige’s face that she
already knew all about it. “Honey, I’ll go get you a new pair of shoes. Just throw
them away.” Paige was stunned for a moment before she raised her head and
said to Joseph with a smile.

After looking at Paige for a moment, Joseph nodded and said, “Alright.” Paige
realized what Joseph did on the two days he had been missing. It was also clear
to Joseph that she knew. But at the moment, they had tacit that both kept silent
and did not say anything. Everything was in silence.

she had come out, Estella smiled and said to her, “Don’t worry, mommy is all
done. You and Joseph and Chloe should go wash up. I didn’t dare to call you. It’s
already eight o’clock…” Paige nodded, then went back to her house to get a pair
of shoes for Joseph. It was nine o’clock when the family had breakfast, and
Joseph was about to take Paige and Chloe out. Suddenly, Yin Chaoge called Paige.
After Paige said a few words to Yin Chaoge, she hung up the phone. Then she said
to Joseph, “Honey, don’t go out yet, Chaoge and Yijun are coming over.” Joseph
nodded and said, “Well, you wait for them at home, I’ll take Chloe out for a
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while… Paige shook her head with some confusion in her eyes and said, “No, they
said not to let you go out either, they also want to talk with you.” Joseph
frowned slightly. He really did not want to talk to those two troublesome women.
But since Paige said so, he could not do anything about it. He then said, “Well,
let’s wait for them. When will they arrive?” As soon as Joseph finished speaking,
the sound of people walking could be heard in the corridor outside the door.
Paige, somewhat embarrassed and said, “They’ve arrived”. Joseph was
speechless, and Yahir was standing outside, so he went to open the door. The
moment Yahir opened the door and saw the person outside, he was scared out of
his wits. As he stood in the doorway, he was so frightened that he did not move.
This is because, at the moment, the person standing in front of him was Terrance,
the second powerful person next to Sebastian in the Frogua’s military. “A-are you
Terrance Lambert?” Yahir was so frightened that he stuttered in his speech.
Terrance smiled and said, “Well, you must be Mr. Yahir. I have something to talk
to Mr Dawson. Could I come in for a chat with him?” Just then, Estella, who had
just finished cleaning up the kitchen, came over and said to Yahir, “What are you
doing blocking the door? Hurry up and let people in! No manners at all.” Estella
gave Yahir a fierce glare. After that, she hurriedly drew Yahir aside and invited
people outside the door in. However, she could not believe she was seeing
Terrance as well. Because of his appearance, she had seen Terrance on TV a lot.
And now the real person was right in front of her? “You are… Terrance?” Estella
was bricking it that she was as dumbfounded as Yahir. Terrance is also full of
speechlessness. In Frogua, he is still respected by the general public, okay? He
sighed in his heart and repeated what he had just said, “Madam Sheppard, can
you let us in?” “Oh, please come in. I’m going to make some tea.” Estella said and
hurriedly invited Terrance and his group to come in. She let them sit on the sofa.
Besides Terrance, there were Yin Chaoge, Yin Zheng who was the head of the Yin
family, Wang Tianhai who was Usmait’s God of War, Felix who was the central
region’s God of War and Eason. But at the moment when they just sat down,
Yahir and Estella were about to be busy making tea. Joseph, who was holding
Chloe, said to Terrance in a cold voice, “What are you doing here? You are not
welcome here, get out.” Joseph was really angry with Terrance. D*mn, I’ve done
everything and killed the people, and now only you appeared? What do you mean?
What’s the point of you coming here now? Uh. Terrance was dumbfounded, and
the smile on his face froze. Bang! At that moment, not only Terrance was stunned,
but also Estella and Yahir, who were busy making tea. “F*ck, don’t make trouble.
He is the first commander of the Frogua’s military. He is really a big shot in
Vowhye. What did my son-in-law say just now? Don’t welcome him? Let him go

At that moment, Estella and Yahir were really scared to death, afraid that
Terrance would be angry. The two of them rushed to Terrance and hurriedly
apologized to him, saying, “Terrance, don’t be angry, Joseph is not in a good
mood lately. Well, yes, he’s been in a bad mood for the past two days.” Estella
quickly wiped the cold sweat on her face and apologized to Terrance, “Terrance,
I’m sorry.” After Estella finished speaking, she quickly said to Joseph, “Joseph!
How can you talk to Terrance in this way? Why don’t you apologize to him?”
“But…Mommy, you go out with dad and wait for a while. This person comes to
me. I’ll explain to you after they left..” Joseph was also a little speechless. “Well,
Mr. Mooney, Madam Sheppard, please don’t make a fuss. It doesn’t matter. Our
military doesn’t care about those things.” Terrance also hurriedly waved his hand
in

embarrassment and said. However, after he finished speaking, Wang Tianhai, who
was standing behind him with a bloody nose and a swollen face, and Eason could



not help but curl their lips. Don’t care about it? That’s not what you said last night.
They thought to themselves. Estella and Yahir were even more shocked. At that
moment, Estella rolled her eyes and pretended to cry as she said to Terrance,
“Terrance, Joseph was wronged. He was just impulsive during what was
happened in Apren City. Can you allow him to return to the military?” After
Estella finished, Yahir, Serena and Paige hurried to look at Terrance’s side. The
dismissal of Joseph from the military had been a sore point in their hearts, and
everyone felt bad for

him.

Terrance cried from the bottom of his heart. D*mn, I would rather he return to
the military than you guys. However, this isn’t something I can decide. He is
Dragon Temple’s Lord. Why do you keep asking him to come to our military to
just be a little God of War like Eason? Terrance was so depressed and thought to
himself. The next moment, Paige also walked to Terrance and bowed deeply,
saying, “Terrance, my husband was trying to save me and my child. Can you be
merciful?” Chloe jumped out of Joseph’s arms and ran to Terrance and said,
“Please let my dad go back. My dad is so nice, he loves Chloe so much. He is the
best person in the world.”

Terrance took a deep breath. At that moment, all the members of the Mooney
family were begging him. He had no choice but to express his attitude, so he
stood up immediately and said sincerely to Joseph, “Mr Dawson, I’m here to
apologize to you on behalf of Frogua’s military. We didn’t think properly about
what happened at that time. As long as you’re willing to come back, you’ll be
promoted to a higher rank, and you don’t have to go to the Outer Region. If you
want to be in Usmait, I’ll get Wang Tianhai out of here! If you want to go to
Vowhye, I’ll let Eason go. What do you think?” Joseph’s eyes had become
extremely gloomy at the moment. The look he gave Terrance was more and more
unfriendly as time went on. But just as Joseph was about to speak, Estella and
Yahir, who were overjoyed, quickly turned back to him and said, “Joseph, just
agree about it. Hurry up!” Paige also looked at Joseph and said excitedly,
“Honey.” Chloe also looked at Joseph and said, “Dad.” Joseph took a deep breath
and said to Terrance, “Let’s talk about it later!” Let my family out first. Estella,
Yahir, Paige, Serena, and the others also changed their faces as they felt the
anger from Joseph. From beginning to end, Joseph never appeared to be
respectful to Terrance in any way. As they were about to rebuke Joseph,
Terrance hurriedly said to them with a bitter smile, “Mr. Mooney, Madam
Sheppard, you’d better go out first. This matter is very complicated. I’ll talk to Mr.
Dawson about it later. Well, you guys can just go out first.” Estella and Yahir took
a deep look at Joseph and walked out with Paige who was holding Chloe. After
they went out, Leng Yijun thought about Joseph and said worriedly, “Joseph, the
person in front of you is Terrance.” “Shut up!” Joseph suddenly shouted at Leng
Yijun, and she instantly shut up Then he stared at Terrance with an extremely
gloomy face and said, “Hey! Do you want to die?” Boom…As Joseph’s words fell,
a strong and extremely tyrannical aura rose up from him in an instant, instantly
locking onto Terrance. He wanted to live a peaceful life, but Terrance had got the
gut and came to him. Moreover, he even brought Yin Chaoge and Leng Yijun
along with him. Or has Terrance revealed his identity to them? For a moment,
Joseph’s anger surged, and the temperature in the whole room dropped too
much in an instant “Mr. Dawson, don’t get me wrong. I really came to apologize
on behalf of the Frogua’s military.” Terrance’s back was covered in a cold sweat
at the moment. Leng Yijun, Yin Chaoge, and Eason were all completely stunned



when they saw how Joseph treated Terrance. Especially Eason, he was green with
envy that Terrance has never spoken to him like that before.
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“But, a misunderstanding? All right, they’re all here, aren’t they? Now that my
wife and my family have left. Terrance, is there any chance that you are qualified
to sit in front of me and talk to me equally? Hmm?” Joseph sneered. Terrance had
brought so many people here, probably his identity could not be hidden anymore.
No one is a fool. There is no point letting Yin Chaoge, Leng Yijun and others
guess around. Instead, they will probably guess some more stupid things about
the Mooney family that happened in Oplen.

Therefore, it didn’t matter if he dropped his cards to the maximum extent at that
moment. What’s more, he had gone to the Outer Region’s battlefield to kill
everyone. Everyone knew that he, the Dragon Temple Lord, was personally in
charge of Usmait. He couldn’t hide anymore. If some hostile forces of the Outer
Region were to come against his family, it would be bad for him to hide his
identity again instead. It was better to mobilize the strongest power of Usmait to
be a guardian for Paige. Therefore, Joseph made a decision in an instant.
Everyone in the room was stunned after Joseph finished speaking. Wang Tianhai
and Felix stood up instantly and stood in front of Joseph without saying a word.
Their attitude was extremely respectful. After getting the hint from Joseph’s
eyes, Felix walked to the door and paid attention to the voice outside, making
sure that the Paige family members had gone out. Joseph sent another message
to Alpha 1 asking him to keep Paige and the others from going upstairs by
stalling them outside. At that moment, Alpha I was chatting with Serena, Paige,
Estella, and Yahir in a park far away downstairs. Estella looked at Alpha 1, who
claimed to be Joseph’s personal guard leader, with a worried look. She then said,
“Alpha 1, Joseph is discussing with Terrance up there right, is everything okay?
Joseph’s attitude seems very off to me. Perhaps he doesn’t do anything stupid.
This time, it was Terrance who came to him personally, and this is his chance to
return to the military.” After Estella finished speaking, Yahir also looked at Alpha
1 with great anxiety and worry. Although she did not speak, she bit her lip with
great concern. Alpha 1 was speechless. Does she mean offended Terrance? Well,
with Joseph’s temper, it seemed that Mr. Dawson really wanted to beat Terrance
up. The first time I saw Terrance, Terrance was a Divine King, and now, it was
suffused with the strength of a Semi Titan level. D*mn it, this guy really knows
how to hide his talent. They thought that Frogua’s military was not very powerful
except for Sebastian. D*mn, all of them hid their power so well. Alpha 1 thought
to himself.

The next moment, Alpha 1 smiled and said to Estella, “Haha, Madam Estella,
don’t worry. Do they just want Joseph to go back and be a God of War? Haha, he
will definitely not agree with that.” Alpha 1 smiled meaningfully. “What? Alpha 1,
what does Joseph think? Will it be bad for him to return as God of War? Terrance
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also said Joseph can return at any time he wishes, whether it is to Usmait or to
Frogua.” Paige sounded worried.

“Alpha 1, could you please persuade my brother-in-law to go back? That’s God of
War! Joseph has been fighting in the Outer Region all these years. “Will he really
quit the military? “Serena also said to Alpha 1. “Yes, Mr. Alpha 1, you won’t let us
up there now either. I know that it’s useless for me and my

mother to go up. You are also a member of the military and also a personal guard
of Joseph. Can you go up?” Yahir also said eagerly, sitting in the pavilion of the
park, picked up a cup of tea, and took a sip. He said with a meaningful smile, “Hey,
Mr. Yahir, Madam Estella, Paige, and Serena, why do you have to let Joseph
become a God of War? Isn’t it good for him to be a commander of the military? A
position that only a Divine King level warrior is qualified for and can let the Top
Ten God of War’s military under his command. Isn’t it good for him? Why does he
have to go back and just be a God of War? Joseph is now a Divine King level
warrior, a real dominator who is much stronger than a God of War warrior. Why
does he have to go back and be a God of War?” Alpha 1 smiled meaningfully.
“What? Joseph, is he a Divine King? Can he be like Terrance who was the
commander of the Frogua’s military? Is he a great figure who controls a bunch of
Gods of War?” Estella was shocked to the extreme in an instant, and her mouth
was wide open. “Joseph, is he a Divine King level warrior?” Paige’s beautiful eyes
were also wide open. She was shocked beyond words. This was because Yin
Chaoge had previously told her about the division of strength in the Outer
Region. There were even Divine King level warriors who were stronger than the
God of War in the Outer Region’s battlefield. It turned out that her husband was
that Divine King level warrior? “Well, so don’t worry. A Divine King level warrior
is far more powerful than a God of War overlord.” “Frogua’s military was now
asking for my boss’s return. Furthermore, the Yin family was in trouble at the
time, and my boss supported them because of Mrs Dawson. It wouldn’t have been
possible for the Yin family to survive if not for my boss’s help. He made a great
contribution, so Terrance could have come. However, if their sincerity was merely
that of a God of War, then it would be normal if my boss refused to go back.
Because…why should he go back?” Although Yahir and Estella didn’t know what
a Divine King was, they knew it on TV… In Frogua’s military, a Divine King level
commander was far superior to a God of War who assumed personal command.
For example, there were dozens or even hundreds of God of War warriors in the
Frogua, but there were only six Divine King level commanders. Yahir was shocked
and said, “Then, will Joseph become the First Commander of the Frogua’s
military in the future?”

Alpha 1 smiled and nodded, “Yes, Mr. Yahir, so you and Madam Estella don’t have
to worry about it anymore. It is not necessary for you to persuade my boss to
become a God of War, right? If you are a commander, why would you want to
become a God of War?” “Yes…” The next moment, Yahir and Estella both nodded
excitedly. The whole family was so happy that they almost went crazy. “D*mn, he
is the commander of the military. He is a great figure which we can only see on TV
before. If Joseph can be the Seventh Commander of the Frogua’s military, he will
be at the same level, even if he is far inferior to the Terrance.”

Alpha I looked at Mooney family members who were excited to the extreme and
no longer said anything. He snickered and said, “Ah, Paige, we’ll stop here. You
digest it first. As soon as you digest everything, all the identities of my boss will



be revealed.” Well, it was Joseph’s order to let Alpha 1 tell the Mooney family
about Joseph being a Divine King level warrior. It was time for his identity to be
further revealed to Paige as well as to the Mooney family. What about his other
identity which is being Dragon Temple Lord? It was too horrible to let the
Mooney family know at the moment. In a sense, the identity of Dragon Temple
Lord is like the head of an Assassin Organization. This was not something that the
Mooney family, who had been living in Frogua, could accept. Therefore, this time,
Joseph told them that he would have a position as the Seventh Commander of
Frogua’s military at the Divine King level, which already made them

incredibly excited and proud. As Joseph had expected, the Mooney family
members in the pavilion were stunned by Alpha l’s words.

something and quickly said to Alpha 1, “Oh My God, if Joseph is a Divine King
level commander, then what kind of strength do you have? Why does Joseph ask
you and several subordinates to protect Paige whenever he goes out? After
Serena finished asking, she could not help looking at Alpha 1. Alpha 1 addressed
Serena’s question with honesty. For example, the Yin family was attacked by God
of War level killers on the night when Yin Chaoge came back last time. Thus,
Alpha 1 appeared beside her and told her to attend the banquet with peace of
mind and ignore everything else. Alpha I took a sip of tea and said with a smile,
“Haha. My boss is at the Divine King level. How can I, as the leader of his personal
guards, be too weak? I have nothing to hide from you if you really want to know. I
am at the God of War level, and the few guards you saw two days ago are also at
the God of War level. What matters most to my boss is you and your family.
Therefore, of course, he had to send the strongest people to protect you all.”
Paige’s heart trembled. No wonder that night, a God of War level killer attacked
her and Alpha 1 told her confidently that there was nothing to worry about. It
was also no wonder that Yin Zheng spoke to her politely that night, and although
the Yin family was assassinated that night, he still insisted on finishing the
banquet. It turned out that the banquet that night was not protected by the Yin
family at all, but by her husband who sent ten Gods of War. Paige’s heart raised a
huge wave. Boom! The Mooney family was once again deeply shocked. “Joseph…
Are you giving up the position as the military’s commander for me?” When Paige
heard this, her eyes suddenly turned red. She could not help but take two steps
back. She was very moved. Alpha 1 noticed that Paige was out of place and thus
he took a deep look at Paige. He stood up and faced Paige seriously. The next
moment, Alpha 2 to Alpha 10 and the other nine God of War level guards, also all
appeared in the distance. Those ten God of War level warriors bowed deeply to
her. Alpha 1 even said to Paige, “The reason why the boss didn’t tell you before
was that he was afraid that you wouldn’t be able to accept it at the moment.
However, since it has already happened, you shouldn’t blame yourself too much.
Boss would rather kill a few Divine Kings than see you cry. Additionally, isn’t
Terrance already representing Frogua’s military and allowing my brother to
return?” Paige’s eyes were red and filled with tears. She took a deep breath and
looked up at Joseph who was upstairs. She looked at him for quite some time.
Back then, what he gave up was not the position of God of War, but rather a
Divine King level military commander? “Joseph, how much have you done for me?
Am I worth all that you have done?” Paige murmured in her heart. At the moment,
Paige, Yahir, Estella, Serena and Chloe had those ten Gods of War bowing in front
of them. The shock in their hearts was overwhelming. There were ten Gods of
War! If a single God of War could rule over Usmait, then what about ten? And at
the moment, there were Frogua’s God of War, bowed to them. What kind of glory
is this? What a shock it was.



“What kind of son-in-law do I have? And I even didn’t want him in the first place?
What a fool I was. Luckily, Joseph didn’t take it personally with me. I was so
excited, it was the commander of Frogua’s military, the most powerful
commander that could only be seen on

TV!” Estella sat down and was stunned.
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